
?

?

 Code      mm      mm       

 05053923001  1/
4
"  75  3"  1/

4
"  15,0  5 

 Code      mm      mm       

 05052502001  1/
4
"  50  2"  1/

4
"  15,0  5 

 Code      mm      mm       

 05052503001  1/
4
"  75  3"  1/

4
"  15,0  5 
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The optimally coordinated features of 
the torsion zones on the BiTorsion bits 
and BiTorsion holder permit a phased 
yield when under strain. This two-
phase system prevents premature 
wear. The bits and the holder can be 
used independently of one another. 

A long tool service life is guaranteed when both elements are used. 

How to achieve enhanced service 
life

BiTorsion holders from Wera have a 
torsion spring design that absorbs 
smaller peak loads during screwdriving.
The combined use with BiTorsion 
bits with their torsion zone distinctly 
extends the service life of the tool. 
Conveniently, BiTorsion holders from  
Wera can also be used with 
conventional bits.

Why is there a Rapidaptor bit 
holder with BiTorsion technology?

 Rapidaptor Bit Holder 
 Rapid bit changes possible 

 897/4 R Rapidaptor BiTorsion Universal Bit Holder 

 Application:  Suitable for 1/4" DIN 3126-C 6,3 und E 6,3 (ISO 1173) hexagon 
insert bits and Wera Series 1 and 4 

 Design:  BiTorsion for long service life, Rapidaptor rapid-in, rapid-out, 
rapid-spin, chuck-all, and single-hand technology 

 Drive:  1/4" hexagon suitable for power tools with DIN 3126-F 6,3, 
ISO 1173 receiver 

     

 889/4/1 K Rapidaptor Universal Bit Holder 

 Application:  Suitable for 1/4" DIN 3126-C 6,3 und E 6,3 (ISO 1173) hexagon 
insert bits and Wera Series 1 and 4 

 Design:  Rapidaptor rapid-in, rapid-out, rapid-spin, chuck-all, and 
single-hand technology, with strong permanent magnet 

 Drive:  1/4" hexagon suitable for power tools with DIN 3126-F 6,3, 
ISO 1173 receiver 

     

 889/4/1 Rapidaptor Universal Bit Holder 

 Application:  Suitable for 1/4" DIN 3126-C 6,3 und E 6,3 (ISO 1173) hexagon 
insert bits and Wera Series 1 and 4 

 Design:  Rapidaptor easy-in, easy-out, rapid-spin, chuck-all, and 
single-hand technology, with strong permanent magnet 

 Drive:  1/4" hexagon suitable for power tools with DIN 3126-F 6,3, 
ISO 1173 receiver 

     

Holders 

& Adaptors



?

?

 Code      mm      mm       

 05052500001  1/
4
"  50  2"  1/

4
"  15,0  5 

 Code      mm      mm       

 05052504001  1/
4
"  100  4"  1/

4
"  15,0  2 

 Code      mm      mm       

 05052490001  1/
4
"  57  2 1/

4
"  1/

4
"  16  5 
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The fl oating, free-turning sleeve on 
the Rapidaptor with powerful ring 
magnet securely holds even large and 
heavy screws. There is no need to 
hold the screw when applying the tool 
– something which can be dangerous 
and painful! 

How to tighten screws without 
holding them

By using the Wera Rapidaptor 
family. All ¼" bits can be inserted and 
automatically locked into the holder 
without needing to move the sleeve. 
The bits can easily be removed by 
pushing the sleeve forward – even the 
smallest sizes! The free-turning sleeve 

allows screw steadying at the start of the screwdriving process. All 
functions can be carried out with just one hand. A faster bit change 
is just not possible!

How to change the bit as quickly 
and safely as possible

 Rapidaptor Bit Holder 
 Rapid bit changes possible 

 888/4/1 K Rapidaptor Universal Bit Holder 

 Application:  Suitable for 1/4" DIN 3126-C 6,3 und E 6,3 (ISO 1173) hexagon 
insert bits and Wera Series 1 and 4 

 Design:  Rapidaptor easy-in, easy-out, rapid-spin, chuck-all, and single-
hand technology 

 Drive:  1/4" hexagon suitable for power tools with DIN 3126-F 6,3, ISO 
1173 receiver 

     

 889/4 R Rapidaptor Universal Bit Holder 

 Application:  Suitable for 1/4" DIN 3126-C 6,3 und E 6,3 (ISO 1173) hexagon 
insert bits and Wera Series 1 and 4 

 Drive:  1/4" hexagon suitable for power tools with DIN 3126-F 6,3, 
ISO 1173 receiver 

 Design:  1/4" hexagon with Rapidaptor rapid-in, rapid-out, rapid-spin, 
chuck-all, and single-hand technology, magnetic 

     

 887/4 RR Rapidaptor Universal Bit Holder with 
ringmagnet 

 Application:  Suitable for 1/4" DIN 3126-C 6,3 und E 6,3 (ISO 1173) hexagon 
insert bits and Wera Series 1 and 4 

 Design:  Rapidaptor rapid-in, rapid-out, rapid-spin, chuck-all, and 
single-hand technology, with ring magnet and stop sleeve for 
secure screwdriving on the holder 

 Drive:  1/4" hexagon suitable for power tools with DIN 3126-F 6,3, 
ISO 1173 receiver 

     


